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In the early 1990s philosopher Deane Curtin proposed a “food-centered philosophy of

human being,” whereby food became a potential site for the elimination of the self/other

duality so central to Western thought. Since food is ingested and becomes part of the self, it

obliges us to reconceptualize not only the other but also the identity of a self that is so

permeable, it can physically incorporate the other. Food/cooking/eating as a conceptual

complex has further challenged the self/other dichotomy in barrier-breaking new cultural

artifacts such as “food books,” performance art pieces, and popular film.

Keywords: Self/Other Duality; Food Literature; Literary Cookbooks; “Doing-Cooking”; 

Performance of Eating/Cooking; Food Films; G. Grass’ The Flounder; L. Esquivel’s Like 

Water for Chocolate; I. Dinesen’s Babette’s Feast

When Georges Bataille read Bergson’s Le rire (Laughter), he was transfixed by the text,

which led him to a profound revelation. He came to believe that laughter constituted

“‘the key question, the enigma which, once solved, would of itself solve everything,’

opening up the core of the world, beyond the ‘sensible,’ ‘logical,’ ‘rational’ world”

(Sasso 1998, 293). The search for a key or an essence, that would “open up the core of

the world,” especially of the irrational world, could be attributed to most philosophers

and literary writers; but their answers have varied widely, ranging from religion to

evolution, from the unconscious to the preternatural and the sublime. Only recently

has food been proposed as this enigmatic key—and one, that like Bergson’s laughter,

transcends the rational. In the early 1990s philosopher Deane Curtin proposed his radi-

cal interpretation of the centrality of food in rethinking the basis of human autonomy

or identity.1 At about the same time as Curtin’s ideas were circulating, food became the

locus for innovative boundary crossings in other cultural venues as well. Novels began
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to appear that had appropriated the conventions of the cookbook (Grass 1978; Esquivel

1989; Allende 1998), food critics were writing autobiography and fiction (Fisher [1937]

1990; Reichl 1998), and the new genre of the food film experienced a heady interna-

tional surge. Was this mere coincidence? This essay explores a possible connection

between the two phenomena by looking first at how Deane Curtin’s thesis of a “food-

centered philosophy of human being” (Curtin 1992a, xiv)—by eliminating the self/

other duality—links with Deleuze’s (1990) ideas on the relationship of eating and

language. The discussion then moves to an investigation of how these iconoclastic ideas

have dovetailed with a seemingly spontaneous barrier-breaking trend in such diverse

cultural artifacts as “food books,” performance art pieces, and films.

Deane Curtin’s thesis begins with the observation that “western philosophers have

persistently ignored—or marginalized—one of the most common and pervasive

sources of value in human experience—our relations to food” (Curtin 1992a, xiii).

“Thinking about food philosophically,” he continues, “can also reveal that the basic

projects of western philosophical inquiry have been skewed” (ibid., xiv). Curtin then

elaborates his critique: 

Our tradition has tended to privilege questions about the rational, the unchanging and

eternal, and the abstract and mental; and to denigrate questions about embodied,

concrete, practical experience. For example, the way in which the concept of personal

identity has classically been approached by philosophers is by assuming the self to be a

discrete, disembodied ego, and then asking for the logical conditions of its self-identity

through time. By contrast, taking the production and preparation of food as an illumi-

nating source, we might formulate a conception of the person which focuses on our

connection with and dependence on the rest of the world. Personhood, then, might be

thought of as an unfolding process, with identity conditions which evolve over time.

Might such perennial philosophical knots as the mind/body problem, the problem of our

knowledge of the external world, and the problem of other minds be united in the

context of a food-centered philosophy of human being? (Curtin 1992a, xiv)

Curtin’s thesis means, in practical terms, that we must reject dualistic thought stem-

ming from Plato such as “mind/body, self/other, culture/nature, good/evil, reason/

emotion” (Curtin 1992b, 5), because these dualisms are “distinctions of ontological

kind and of value that have been inimical to serious philosophical interest in food”

(ibid.). Substances that are both autonomous and independent from the self would

usually be thought to constitute the other, but food is in this regard unique. Since food

is ingested and becomes part of the self, it obliges us to reconceptualize not only the

other but also the identity of a self that is so permeable, that it can physically incorpo-

rate the other. The fact that food is ultimately excreted, so that (a part of) the self once

again becomes other, further complicates the question of identity boundaries and

suggests a fundamental instability described by Julia Kristeva as “that ambivalence,

duplicity, or permanent or potential compound between same and other that all nour-

ishment signifies” (Kristeva 1982, 76).2 “Taking the category ‘food’ seriously leads to a

suspicion that the absolute border between self and other which seems so obvious in

the western tradition is nothing more than an arbitrary philosophical construction”

(Curtin 1992b, 9). The traditional rejection of food as a serious philosophical category

has stemmed from its immanence, its corporeality, and its transience—a reductionism
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based on the belief in a mind/body duality. Thus food has also been displaced from its

position on the border between discourse and the body. An underlying orality yokes

eating, speaking, and, as Deleuze points out, especially speaking about eating.

In his well-known discussion of Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland, Deleuze picks

up on the duality of bodies and language, which he claims “is the source of the alterna-

tive which runs through all the works of Carroll: to eat or to speak” (Deleuze 1990, 23).

In describing Alice’s coronation dinner, Deleuze writes, “you either eat what is

presented to you, or you are presented to what you eat. To eat and to be eaten—this is

the operational model of bodies … To speak, though, is the movement of the surface,

and of ideational attributes or incorporeal events. What is more serious: to speak of

food or to eat words?” He concludes this passage by noting that, “[i]n her alimentary

obsessions, Alice is overwhelmed by nightmares of absorbing and being absorbed”

(Deleuze 1990, 23). Deleuze relocates Curtin’s melding of the self/other duality in his

own concept of surfaces, one of which is language (bodies, by contrast, belong to

depth). Still deconstructing Alice, he observes: 

“I’m sure those are not the right words,” says Alice, summarizing the fate of the person

who speaks of food. To eat words, however, is exactly the opposite: in this case, we raise the

operation of bodies up to the surface of language. We bring bodies to the surface, as we

deprive them of their former depth, even if we place the entire language through this chal-

lenge in a situation of risk. (Deleuze 1990, 24)

Deleuze takes the orality of eating and speaking a step further by linking the duality

inherent in self/other to a split between mother tongue and a foreign language. He

begins by identifying “two series of orality: the duality of things/words, consumptions/

expressions, or consumable objects/expressible propositions,” which link to his ideas

above on corporeality and incorporeal events. “This duality between to eat and to

speak,” he continues, “may be even more violently expressed in the duality between to

pay/to eat and to shit/to speak. But in particular, this duality is transported to, and is

recovered in, a duality of two sorts of words, propositions, or two kinds of language:

namely, the mother tongue, English, which is essentially alimentary and excremental;

and foreign languages, which are essentially expressive, and which the patient strives to

acquire” (Deleuze 1990, 84–85). Thus languages, maternal and foreign, also embody

the same orality and dissolution of the self/other duality as food. Echoing Curtin’s view

of food’s trajectory as other-self-other, Deleuze (1990, 87) refers to the “body-sieve,”

which results when the surface disappears, when “the inside and the outside, the

container and the contained, no longer have a precise limit.”

Deleuze’s theories of eating and speaking support Curtin’s food-based Weltanscha-

uung in two additional areas of importance: thought and sexuality. Curtin makes the

case that food dismantles not only the self/other duality but also the mind/body split,

the former dichotomy located more in the realm of consumption, the latter in food

preparation. Specifically he argues: 

[Plato] was wrong to think that food affects only the body as distinct from the mind. In

fact, cooking requires an artful blending of the mental and physical, of “theory” and prac-

tice. As sustenance, food is as much mental and spiritual as it is physical. Far from support-

ing the model of radical dualism, cooking provides as clear an example as we have of what
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might be called a body/mind working together in unison, engaged in a thoughtful practice

which ministers to the whole person. (Curtin 1992b, 10)

On the same subject, Deleuze, expressing his ideas more abstractly, argues that thinking

means eating and speaking, in that the brain controls and shapes both functions, for

example turning oral noises into words. Deleuze writes so densely, so compactly, it is

difficult to cite pertinent passages without quoting entire paragraphs if not pages, but

let’s pick up on his discussion of food and thought: 

[B]ecause to eat is no longer an action nor to be eaten a passion, but rather the noematic

attribute which corresponds to them in the verb, the mouth is somehow liberated for

thought, which fills it with all possible words. The verb is, therefore, “to speak”; it means to

eat/to think, on the metaphysical surface, and causes the event, as that which can be

expressed by language, to happen to consumable things, and sense, as the expression of

thought, to insist in language. Thus, “to think” also means to eat/to speak—to eat as the

“result,” to speak as “made possible.” The struggle between the mouth and the brain comes

to an end here. (Deleuze 1990, 240)

In Deleuze’s reference to “consumable things” in this passage, one recalls Curtin’s

distinction between food and merely that-which-can-be-eaten: “edibles that are classi-

fied as food in a particular cultural context have a way of threatening the borders of an

autonomous self. All edibles are not counted as food. There are many things one might

eat, but which do not count as food in a particular culture, e.g. human flesh, dogs, or

snakes” (Curtin 1992b, 9). This culturally-based distinction between the merely

consumable and food, as we will see later, carries crucial identity value.

And finally both Curtin and Deleuze draw explicit connections among sexuality,

speaking, and eating, primarily through a shared orality. Curtin, citing the work of

Kelly Oliver, notes that the mother’s body directly places food into the mouth of the

child: “For Kristeva, the abject is that which points up the arbitrariness of borders.

And the border at stake in this primary relationship is the border between the

mother’s body and the infant’s” (Oliver 1992, 71). Deleuze, interestingly, locates

sexuality between food and speech and ascribes a transitionary function to it: “Sexu-

ality is in between eating and speaking and, at the same time that the sexual drives

are detached from the destructive alimentary drives, they inspire the first words

made up of phonemes, morphemes, and semantemes” (Deleuze 1990, 242). He

concludes this discussion with an enigmatic simile: “Sexuality exists only as an allu-

sion, as vapor or dust, showing a path along which language has passed, but which it

continues to jolt and to erase like so many extremely disturbing childhood memo-

ries” (ibid.). Food appears to have been transcended, as has sexuality, both of which,

however, language still works to circumscribe and contain. Here Deleuze seems to be

at odds with Curtin, whose analysis remains food centered, subsuming other drives.

Whatever the relational specifics, it is the nexus of food, sexuality, and language, a

linkage acknowledged by both philosophers, that draws our particular attention.3

This intersection has been the site of some extremely interesting generic border

crossings and cultural negotiations of food-based identity. Let’s examine first some

literary examples, then move to performance art, and conclude with a consideration

of several food films.
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In selecting the following examples I have been guided by several considerations.

First, literature, performance art, and film seemed diverse enough fields to represent a

broad continuum, ranging from high art to popular art within the larger context of

cultural production. My main analysis concerns literary works, with only a few examples

offered for performance art and films, the latter serving to suggest how food-transcen-

dence might play out in other art forms beyond literature. Second, although the under-

lying principle of dualities stems from western culture, the role of food in linking body

and mind, self and other—whether or not in response to a conscious perception of dual-

ity—would seem to function on a global plane. To suggest at least the potential of this

universality I have therefore tried to select examples from a variety of cultures. A final

consideration has been the likelihood of readers’ familiarity with a given work since

detailed plot summaries or descriptions were precluded. For a similar reason I have

chosen works that constitute salient examples of the phenomenon under investigation.

Where else could Deleuze’s speaking and eating coalesce if not in literature about

food? Literature about food, in this context, means literary (imaginative) narratives

that have at their center the preparation and/or consumption of food, and also, in

some cases embedded discourse about food. Building particularly on the latter

approach are works that rely on recipes, either as structuring devices (e.g. pseudo-

cookbooks) or as additional levels of narrative, i.e. recipes that “talk.” In works like

Laura Esquivel’s Like Water for Chocolate (1989) and Günter Grass’ The Flounder

(1978), the recipes not only structure the works, marking time and signaling elemental

narrative units, they also constitute the thematic per se; the food is at once the signifier

and the signified. It is the performance of the recipes that enables the fiction, challeng-

ing what is real and, especially for these two authors, what is fantastic. In a sense then,

the recipes ground the fiction.4 In Like Water for Chocolate the protagonist Tita adds

herself, literally elements of her body—her tears, drops of her blood—to several

recipes, so that she, as the excluded other, is ingested by family members. As a result,

they undergo a parallel experience of her emotions: the wedding cake mixed with tears

causes general nostalgia; her joy creates sexual desire in the guests who eat her chiles in

walnut sauce; her resentment against her mother turns the food bitter. The best known

and most often cited example of this ingesting-the-other revolves around an exotic

dish, Quails in Rose Petal Sauce, which contains drops of Tita’s blood and occasions an

experience of jouissance between Esquivel’s thwarted young lovers: 

Tita wasn’t there, even though her body was sitting up quite properly in her chair; there

wasn’t the slightest sign of life in her eyes. It was as if a strange alchemical process had

dissolved her entire being in the rose petal sauce, in the tender flesh of the quails, in the

wine, in every one of the meal’s aromas. That was the way she entered Pedro’s body, hot,

voluptuous, perfumed, totally sensuous. With that meal it seemed they had discovered a

new system of communication, in which Tita was the transmitter, Pedro the receiver …

Pedro didn’t offer any resistance. He let Tita penetrate to the farthest corners of his being,

and all the while they couldn’t take their eyes off each other. (Esquivel 1989, 52)

In this example the fusion of sexuality with eating is so powerful as to reduce the third

element of Deleuze’s triangular eating-sexuality-speaking model to silence. Surface
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language has been utterly absorbed into the depth of the body. Esquivel’s evocation of

this meal is clearly synchronic in its multiple layers of meaning (for example, it is Tita’s

sister who then receives the sexual message and acts upon it).5

In The Flounder on the other hand, Günter Grass investigates diachronically the role

and meaning of food, cooks, cooking, and eating over a thousand-year period, all while

cooking up his own idiosyncratic metaphysics of food. The hyperbolic, fairy-tale

elements are confounded by the detailed preparation of the recipes. For ultimately, The

Flounder is, among other things, a cookbook, albeit an unusual one. Generically The

Flounder is difficult to place. It is evidently a novel, but as Edward Diller (1983, 92)

notes, “Grass generously offers up the history-embellishing ingredients of legend, folk-

tale, cooking recipes, poetry, and talking fish.” Whereas Like Water for Chocolate was

divided into 12 recipes, one per month, The Flounder is sectioned into the nine-month

pregnancy of the narrator’s wife, featuring nine different female cooks. Grass uses the

pregnancy as a metaphor for the evolution of gender relations (the nine months

become nine centuries of gestation, development, and [re]birth of the women’s move-

ment), a topic that Catherine Stimpson relates back to western binary thought, and

thus back to the analysis of Deane Curtin: “Both post-structuralism and feminism

oppose the epistemological and moral tradition that structures the world as a set of

binary oppositions: subject/object, self/other, mind/body, reason/imagination, nobil-

ity/commoner, white/black, or, that well choreographed two-step, male/female”

(Stimpson 1990, ix). Grass uses the duality-transcending aspects of food to challenge

gender oppositions: in his worldview preparing food uniquely empowers women while

men succumb to the power of the food, to the desire-to-eat, thus creating a gender

balance or neutrality. But this voluminous text (547 pages in the English edition) also

engages other aspects of the binary western Weltanschauung. According to one scholar,

Grass’ text focuses on the root source of dualistic thought, asking: “How did the full-

ness and comfort of the primordial world (defined once as mythic unity) degenerate

into a world of such opposition between the sexes, into such states of hostility, brutal-

ity, suffering, and hunger? Who was at fault? Who is to blame? Has the culprit been

caught?” (Diller 1983, 99). But another scholar claims that Grass is “not so much intent

on analyzing past history as he is on conjuring up a vision of the future” (Mayer 1983,

184). Unlike the representation of gourmet food in other works, Grass, as Sigrid Mayer

points out, focuses on the use of what would be considered in many contemporary

western cultures offal or “inedibles”: 

[These] recipes are frequently inspired by “what is left over,” or “bones, husks, innards,

and sausage” [Grass 1978, 8–9]. The abstract lesson of filled calf-heads, stuffed hearts,

lambs’ lungs, pork kidneys, stirred blood, wild mushrooms, millet, potato soup, and soup

of fish heads is not so much a gourmet cookbook as a reminder that these items, unavail-

able in modern supermarkets because nobody wants them, could be turned into a tasty

nourishment by the inventiveness of cooks. In other words, the answer to mass starvation

lies not solely in more and more ample supplies but also in making the most of the

resources nature will provide in a given environment. (Mayer 1983, 185–86)

Mayer links Grass’ food practice in these recipes to his political concerns: “Issues

concerning the Third World are topical in Germany … In the view of many the
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question of war and peace … hinges directly on securing an adequate food supply for

the countries of the Third World” (Mayer 1983, 185). Grass thus uses food not only

to contest gender differences (i.e. a food-based power balance) but also to undercut

class differences—especially between the bourgeoisie and the working class (everyone

eats heads, hearts, lungs, and livers)—as well as the opposition between the Third

World and industrialized nations (starvation vs. surplus).6 Another significant devia-

tion from other food texts is the incorporation of scatological elements into The

Flounder. Thus Grass challenges the traditional demarcation between food’s

consumption and its elimination. Predictably, many reviewers found this integration

offensive (Mayer 1983, 186–87). Given his persistent linkage throughout the work

between food and the seamier sides of sex, the extension to excrement is not totally

unwarranted. Grass, whose propensity for the grotesque was established in earlier

works (The Tin Drum (1959), Cat and Mouse (1961)) exposes the dark underbelly, as

it were, of cooking/eating practice. Thus one has to question whether the numerous

recipes included in the text are not really tongue-in-cheek, intended for political

agendas not for the kitchen.7

Other works that have helped build the category of food books and especially the

new subgenre of “recipe novels” include Ntozake Shange’s If I Can Cook/You Know God

Can, published in 1998, a text that once again obliges us to reconsider traditional

concepts of genre; this work incorporates recipes so integrally into the narrative that

the literature/cookbook dichotomy is rendered irrelevant. Whereas Like Water for

Chocolate bears a “don’t-try-this-at-home” caveat in the frontispiece,8 the recipes in

Shange’s book appear to be cook-able, despite their slightly fantastic, “narrative”-

sounding names: “Collard Greens to Bring You Money,” “You Know What That New

Wife Makes for Brother’s Stew,” and “Company’s Comin’ Wheatmeat” (Shange 1998,

ix, x). Esquivel tied the recipes in her novel to significant narrative events such as

Pedro’s wedding, a Christmas party, the new nephew’s baptism. By contrast, Shange

cites many eponymous recipes, such as “Cousin Eddie’s Shark with Breadfruit,” “Zaki’s

Favorite Feijoada,” “Mama’s Rice,” “Daddy’s Barbecue Sauce,” and “Uncle Eric’s

Gumbo,” thus breaking down the role of the food as other by connecting it intimately

to family, to biological extensions of the self (including an autobiographical reference

in the “Zaki” entry).

Like both Esquivel and Grass, Ntozake Shange links her personalized history of

food to the larger socio-political framework in which it was created, in her case the

history of slavery, and especially to foods of African derivation. Unlike both Esquivel

and Grass, however, she does not use her reading of food to explore gender relations

and sexuality, or food as the mediator between self and other. Rather, Shange, like

Deane Curtin, looks to food to heal the mind/body split, here occasioned by slavery.

“We came here hungry,” she writes, “trying to fill our souls and stomachs with

anythin’ll sustain us ever since” (Shange 1998, 1). Both her use of black vernacular

speech and personal annotation of the recipes—the latter technique used also by

Isabel Allende in Aphrodite—lends a sense of immediacy to the text as well as a

conversational tone. The recipe for “Collard Greens to Bring You Money” begins

thus: 
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Wash 2 large bunches of greens carefully ’cause even to this day in winter critters can hide

up in those great green leaves that’re goin’ta taste so very good. If you are an anal type, go

ahead and wash the greens with suds (a small squirt of dish detergent) and warm water.

Rinse thoroughly. … Some folks like their greens chopped just so, like rows of a field. If

that’s the case with you, now is the time to get your best knife out, tuck your thumb under

your fingers, and go to town. On the other hand, some just want to tear the leaves up with

gleeful abandon. (Shange 1998, 10)

In the preparation she anticipates the pleasure of the consumption (“that’re goin’ta

taste so very good”), and later in the instructions she refers to her mother. Throughout

the recipes, she refers to family members and to the positive spiritual effect of eating

the African-inspired foods of her childhood. Writing against the subtext of hunger,

much like Grass in The Flounder, Shange describes her purpose as follows: “These

perusals of history, literature, vernacular, culture, and philosophy, ’long with abso-

lutely fabulous receipts (Charlestonian for recipes), are meant to open our hearts and

minds to what it means for black folks in the Western Hemisphere to be full” (Shange

1998, 3). Unlike the works by Esquivel and Grass, If I Can Cook/You Know God Can, is

not a novel. Rather, it is a mixture of historical documents and personal anecdotes

interlaced with commented recipes, a kind of culinary memoir.

Like Ntozake Shange’s book, Isabelle Allende’s Aphrodite: A Memoir of the Senses

(1998), is not ostensibly a work of fiction; in fact it is a work that moves us to the

other end of the novel-cookbook continuum. Reminiscent of the German director

Rainer Fassbinder who cast his friends and relatives in his films—the Chilean writer

recruited various friends and even her mother for the project. Esquivel’s Like Water

for Chocolate is a novel that pursues a single, unified plot incorporating recipes and

the cookbook motif largely as structuring and framing devices for the narrative

elements. By contrast, Aphrodite, which Allende (1998, 23) describes as “a book about

aphrodisiacs,” does not develop any unified plot although it does contain multiple

stories and anecdotes. Rather, its format defies generic limitations. At first glance it

appears to be a coffee-table tome: richly illustrated with color images, printed on

vellum paper, no footnotes, no index. Yet the hundred-page collection of recipes,

“Panchita’s Aphrodisiac Recipes,” the last third of the book, invites us to consider this

a working text, a cookbook. Confounding this “reading” of the text, however, are the

insertions of poetry, the researched historical information on food practices around

the globe, and the humorous commentary, including the tongue-in-cheek approach

to the entire notion of aphrodisiacs. Even the cookbook look-alike recipe section

opens up to interpretation: its purpose would appear to exceed mere how-to cooking

instructions. Each recipe carries “behavioral” commentaries, even recommendations,

that assume the preparation and consumption of the dish within the context of a love

relationship, thus creating a tantalizing palimpsestic narrative. In a recipe for jellied

partridge, Allende advises: “It’s a substantial, cold, aphrodisiac dish that can be made

one or two days in advance and carried from the refrigerator to the table or bed”

(1998, 284). Similarly for “Champagne Tenderloin,” she presumes both the number

of diners and their relationship: “Since it takes almost no time to prepare, you can

have everything ready and—after heating up with caresses, champagne, and assorted
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hors d’oeuvres—the two of you can whip into the kitchen and make dinner in twenty

minutes” (Allende 1998, 286).

Another cross-over device between the first 200-page narrative section and the

following recipe collection is the integration of personal stories about Allende’s friends,

family members, and sometimes coyly (“… but that’s another story”) about herself. To

emphasize this personalization, which formally adds a diary format to the generic mix,

she includes photographs of herself (Allende 1998, title page, 24, 201, back cover) and

of other contributors, including, in the recipe section, an ostensible photo of her son

and his partner with the following annotation for “Risotto Lori”: “Each and every

ingredient is aphrodisiac! With this recipe Lori Barra, the woman who did the graphic

design for this book (we keep it all in the family), seduced my son, wrenching him from

the grip of loneliness following a sad divorce” (Allende 1998, 295). This metatextual

and almost voyeuristic entry, the accompanying photo, the other photos, and the

artwork throughout the book—much of it pseudo-photographically representing

people—communicate the sense of reading a family photo album with personal anno-

tations. Although this work breaks all genre boundaries, rendering a single identity

impossible, it does share an important characteristic with the texts by Esquivel and

Grass in its overt linking of food and sexuality via the aphrodisiac thematic.9 Like

Esquivel, Allende insists on the sexual subtext of food preparation as well as its more

obvious presence in consumption, as evidenced in the erotic innuendo underlying the

recipes. By anticipating the taste of the food already in the preparation instructions,

Allende effectively undercuts the traditional cooking/eating dichotomy at the same

time as her book deliberately thwarts the high literature/cookbook opposition.

By infusing the recipes with stories, memories, emotions, and sexuality, and by

subverting the formulaic conventions of the cookbook, Allende invites us to re-examine

our relationship to food and food discourse, and, like Deane Curtin, to ascribe it a more

central and defining role. More than a mere tool or a means to existence, food is a medi-

ator that helps mark out identity (how, what, where, when we eat)—for Allende, specif-

ically sexual identity as related in the centuries-long belief in and use of aphrodisiacs.

In Isak Dinesen’s (1993) story Babette’s Feast, food also assumes miraculous,

aphrodisiac properties, reminiscent of food’s transformative power in both Like

Water for Chocolate and Aphrodite. This surprisingly small text encompasses paradig-

matic resolutions of both the self/other and mind/body splits. In this case, the contex-

tualizing “self” is an ascetic religious sect in a small Norwegian town, and particularly

the normative “self” of the two sisters who are the group’s nominal spiritual leaders.

The other is as clearly defined: Babette Hersant, a political refugee, arrives from

France—a country both Papist and synonymous with a worldly and luxury-oriented

culture. This alien and menacing other (“Babette had arrived haggard and wild-eyed

like a hunted animal” (Dinesen 1993, 153)) must be literally ingested by consumption

of an elaborate, multi-course “real French dinner.” In contrast to the dried-cod from

which the sisters normally make their daily meal, the ingredients for the extravagant

dinner not only arrive from the foreign country but are also alive (sea turtle, quails).

Thus the violence attendant on killing the food becomes part of the otherness

inherent in the meal.
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This self/other confrontation finds resolution in the transformative properties of the

food and wine, during what Robert Langbaum (1975, 253) has called “a beatific orgy.”

After consuming the French food and champagne, which they mistake for “some kind

of lemonade” (Dinesen 1993, 166), the elderly sect members “[grow] lighter in weight

and lighter of heart” (ibid.), finally experiencing the transcendent feelings of love,

harmony and peace they had vainly sought through years of religious fervor: “They had

been given one hour of the millennium” (ibid., 169). Alan Warde refers to this achieve-

ment of community through consumption as “communification” (Warde 1997, 183).

By contrast, the mind/body duality, rather than reflecting a clash of cultures, occurs

within the person of the French chef Babette. Physically exiled to the provincial,

unimaginative, and endlessly repetitive world of split cod and ale-and-bread-soup,

Babette’s mind nonetheless continues to inhabit the kitchen of the Café Anglais in

Paris. The sisters discover her “lost in the study of a heavy black book which they

secretly suspected to be a popish prayer-book” (Dinesen 1993, 155), but the savvy

reader immediately knows it is a cookbook. Through the cookbook, Babette,

trancelike, removes herself to Paris: 

[S]he would sit immovable on the three-legged kitchen chair, her strong hands in her lap

and her dark eyes wide open, as enigmatical and fatal as a Pythia upon her tripod. At such

moments they realized that Babette was deep, and that in the soundings of her being there

were passions, there were memories and longings of which they knew nothing at all.

(Dinesen 1993, 155)

The reunification of Babette’s artistic spirit with her banished body can be accom-

plished only through the engagement of her creative powers, through the preparation

of a magnificent meal, prepared as an act of what Lisa Heldke (1992, 203) calls a

“thoughtful practice.” As proof of this purpose, Dinesen has Babette tell the sisters after

the meal that she cooked the dinner not for their sake, but for her own. “I am a great

artist,” she continues, “We have something, Mesdames, of which other people know

nothing” (1993, 171). In this short passage at the conclusion of the story, she repeats

four times that she is a great artist, thus (re)claiming and pro-claiming her identity and

the concomitant mind/body unity that the dinner has again made possible.10 This

unifying power of her food is also evident in the oft-cited passage in which a colonel in

Paris pronounced: “[T]his woman is now turning a dinner at the Café Anglais into a

kind of love affair—into a love affair of the noble and romantic category in which one

no longer distinguishes between bodily and spiritual appetite or satiety!” (Dinesen

1993, 166).

Like Günter Grass, Dinesen is interested in the interconnected relations of sexuality,

food, and language, particularly the repression or replacement of one for the other.

And like Deleuze, she locates sexuality between eating and speaking. In a manner simi-

lar to Esquivel in her novel and, as we will see later in M. F. K. Fisher’s “Define This

Word,” Dinesen introduces a subtle sexual subtext to the surface narrative of the

dinner: the tortoise shoots out “a snake-like head and move[s] it slightly from side to

side” (1993, 159); Babette “swell[s] and grow[s]” as she begins to cook (ibid.); and after

the dinner she is found in the kitchen “white and … deadly exhausted” as if having

given birth (with possible sexual overtones as well). A culinary birth or creative act has
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indeed taken place, and she is symbolically found sitting on the chopping block. Susan

Aiken argues convincingly that Babette’s Feast exemplifies “’self’-sacrificial feminine

dépense” (Aiken 1990, 254). The name of Babette’s signature dish, “Cailles en Sarcoph-

age” (quail in a sarcophagus) portends, according to Aiken’s reading, that “it is

ultimately the woman’s own body that is offered up, in displaced form, through her

Eucharistic culinary corpus … [she is] in effect consumed by her own artistic produc-

tion” (Aiken 1990, 254); this consumption is clearly financial, physical, and emotional,

and perhaps spiritual as well. The sensual/sexual experience, the jouissance, created by

the French dinner allows both Babette to speak and the food to become language.

Dinesen is careful to tell us that “[t]he refugee never learned to speak the language of

her new country” (1993, 154)—perhaps as a mark of otherness or a secretly relished

reference to her true identity—but she never ceases speaking the language of food,

since she successfully acquires the best food from the tradespeople, despite her linguis-

tic deficiencies. The unfamiliar food similarly permits the usually taciturn diners to

regain speech: “somehow this evening tongues had been loosened” (Dinesen 1993,

165). By cooking and serving intoxicating, sensual French food, Babette asserts her

identity as a product of French culture (especially as a Parisian), as a sexual being, and

as an artist.11 Significantly, Babette offers to prepare “a real French dinner” not a real

gourmet dinner.

Babette’s Feast does not exploit cookbook conventions in the way that many of the

earlier cited works do. Neither does it provide recipes, other than the names of the

dishes served and a sparse revelation of ingredients in the course of the narrative.12

While this text does not offer an example of audacious boundary crossings, and its liter-

ary genre is not at issue, its thematics are challenging. The story represents a pladoyer

for the sensuous-aesthetic way of life as a means of achieving the ethical (as opposed to

renunciation); members of the ascetic Norwegian sect have not found salvation. Thus

Dinesen advocates an embracing of the other and a revaluation of the body (in relation

to the mind) to heal the splits and create a unified identity.

But food writing goes both ways; if we have novelists integrating recipes into fiction,

we also have food critics creating literature—fiction, autobiographies, autobiographi-

cal fiction—filled with food. “In every language,” Luce Giard (1998, 216) writes, “culi-

nary recipes make up a kind of minimalist text, through their internal economy, their

conciseness, and their minor degree of equivocation.” If the language of food and its

discursive practices have merged into canonical literature, the boundaries among

categories of writers have also proven permeable. Food critics such as M. F. K. Fisher

and Ruth Reichl have written both fiction and autobiography, strongly influenced,

even shaped by food. Exemplary are really Fisher’s accumulated writings, but one

thinks in particular of her story Define this Word (1937), which offers a noir recounting

of a rather bizarre gourmet meal consumed in a deserted restaurant located in an

isolated French village. The recipes are not spelled out in traditional cookbook format;

rather, the special preparations and methods of the chef are communicated by the

over-eager waitress within the narrative itself. Course by course the narrator is served

one of the most exquisite meals she has ever experienced, but an ominous undercurrent

transforms an ordinary story into one about the resolution of dualities. The waitress is
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repeatedly described in earthy, sensuous terms: she has an “odd pale voluptuous

mouth,” (Fisher [1937] 1990, 475); she stands with “her full lips drooping” (ibid., 477);

she “pant[s] triumph” (ibid., 479); and the narrator notes “the tender lustful lines of

her strange mouth” (ibid.). This concentrated focus on the waitress’ orality is matched

by the orgasmic effect of the sumptuous food upon the narrator: she savors the “excit-

ing faint decadent flavor in [her] mouth” (ibid., 478); and the waitress seems “heedless

of [her] low moans” (ibid., 480). The pleasure of the food makes her feel weak at the

same time as the eating of it engenders a sense of fear. She records this mounting dread:

“I was beginning, though, to feel almost frightened” (ibid.); “approaching panic”

(ibid.); “my distressed fearfulness” (ibid., 481)—at the conclusion of the meal she even

suspects that the waitress is about to kiss her (ibid., 482). This short story draws

together some important culinary strands of the self/other and reality/art dichotomies.

Similar to the famous Quails-in-Rose-Petal-Sauce scene in Esquivel’s Like Water for

Chocolate, the narrator ingests the waitress’ sensuality through the food, experiencing

it spiritually as well as physically. The reality of the food’s immanence and sustaining

function is symbolically represented by the waitress with her “stocky young body” and

her “butter-colored hair” (Fisher [1937] 1990, 475), but the courses of the meal are also

works of art. The experience of culinary artistic perfection is intensified by the

narrator’s fear and culminates in an experience of the sublime. Thus the self/other

duality gains resolution through the medium of the food via a transcendent experience.

In contrast to M. F. K. Fisher’s more anecdotally oriented writings, Ruth Reichl’s

spirited account of her unconventional adolescence Tender at the Bone: Growing up at

the Table (1998) reads like the confession of a chef manqué (Reichl was the restaurant

critic of The New York Times and subsequently became Editor-in-Chief of Gourmet

magazine). Most of the stories center on food—especially her early discoveries of fine

food as a child—in this culinary Bildungsroman. The tone is light, humorous, some-

times ironic, and reminiscent of the humor Isabel Allende infused into her commen-

taries in Aphrodite. The recipes are integrated into the text at points when the person

appears or occasion arises from which the recipe derived. Although apparently real

recipes appear in the text, Reichl obviously intended her work to be primarily enter-

tainment, not a cookbook. At the conclusion of her introductory comments she writes:

“Everything here is true, but it may not be entirely factual. In some cases I have

compressed events; in others I have made two people into one. I have occasionally

embroidered. I learned early that the most important thing in life is a good story”

(Reichl 1998, Author’s Note, n.p.). Thus we have more border crossings, here in the

form of a fictionalized autobiography (how much of it is “real”?). In Reichl’s case,

though, the form of the work and the humor, albeit entertaining, are less important

than the sensual reflections of the food that she shares with her readers. At the home of

a school friend in Montreal, where she has been sent to learn French, she eats her first

gourmet food, ingesting both the foreign words and the alien food. She describes her

first encounter with brie: “I ate the strong, slippery cheese. It was so powerful I felt the

tips of my ears go pink. The nape of my neck prickled. I closed my eyes” (Reichl 1998,

66–67). And her first soufflé: “[M]y mouth closed over the hot, fragrant air only to have

it disappear at once. But the flavor stayed behind, the chocolate reverberating from one
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side of my mouth to the other. I took another bite, hoping that I could make the texture

last a little. I couldn’t, but I kept trying, my eyes closed, until my spoon went back to

the plate and found nothing there” (ibid., 68). In these descriptions of a sensual expe-

rience, one realizes the creative strength of language over visual images in the process

of recreating taste. In his introductory comments to M. F. K. Fisher’s The Art of Eating,

James Beard addresses this topic: “For an art as transitory as gastronomy there can be

no record except for a keen taste memory and the printed word. … [Fisher] writes

about fleeting tastes and feasts vividly, excitingly, sensuously, exquisitely” (Beard 1990,

xx). Both Fisher and Reichl are aware of the potential mind/body split when writing

about food. They solve the problem by not intellectualizing the food when they write

about it, but rather by trying to represent it with words that evoke sensory images of

taste, smell, texture, and sensation. In a way, they invoke a re-living of the eating

through the description of the eater’s sensual pleasure.

Food representation has, in many instances as we have seen, undercut traditional

thinking about genres, but it has also provided new challenges to the reality vs. perfor-

mance dichotomy (reality/fiction, reality/art). Eating includes the performance of

eating, and cooking includes the performance of cooking; as such both are integral parts

of how food constitutes identity. For example, Pierre Bourdieu described how the act

of eating is “an elaborate performance of gender, social class, and self-identity”: 

The manner of presenting and consuming the food, the organisation of the meal and

setting of places, strictly differentiated according to the sequence of the dishes and arranged

to please the eye, the presentation of the dishes, considered as much in terms of shape and

color [like works of art] as of their consumerable substance, the etiquette governing

posture and gesture, ways of serving oneself and others, of using the different utensils, the

seating plan, strictly but discreetly hierarchical, the censorship of bodily manifestations of

the act or pleasure of eating (such as noise or haste), the very refinement of the things

consumed, with quality more important than quantity—this whole commitment to styli-

sation tends to shift the emphasis from substance and function to form and manner, and

so to deny the crudely material reality of the act of eating. (Finkelstein 1998, 203)

Bourdieu seems in this passage to be describing domestic manners, although a public

venue would not be excluded. Deborah Geis, by contrast, focuses on the non-domestic

sphere, claiming that any eating in public constitutes performance: “Our boundaries

between the public and the private are challenged at the moment when the primal act

of feeding, having entered the realm of culture, becomes spec(tac)ular” and, she

observes, “watching, or perhaps also engaging in, an orgy of public eating is simulta-

neously repulsive and gratifying in its temporary violation of cultural sanctions against

appetite, sloppiness, and extreme consumption” (Geis 1998, 217).13

If life continuously offers examples of the art of performance, so too art offers life as

performance. Some of the most interesting examples of this phenomenon are plays

such as those by Sam Shepard (Curse of the Starving Class, True West, Buried Child) or

Tina Howe (The Art of Dining, One Shoe Off) in which the actors prepare and consume

real food on stage. According to Deborah Geis, “Both Shepard and Howe are aware of

the spectacle inherent in the theatrical presentation of food and excess, as well as the

pleasure of juxtaposing the corporeal/tangible (and ‘smellable’) realm of real food with
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the fictionalized/vicarious/untouchable realm of staged performance” (Geis 1998,

218). “Part of the appeal of food in narrative drama,” she continues, “is simply the

novelty of its ‘realness’ when encountered in a medium that we are aware is not ‘real’;

the audience of Shepard’s Curse of the Starving Class, for instance, can smell the bacon

actually cooking in a pan at the beginning of the play” (ibid.). Performance art pieces

typically challenge the distinction between “real” and “performed” experience. Such

pieces can be particularly articulate and provocative when treating food because of the

underlying assumption, suggested by both Bourdieu and Geis, that cooking and eating

are always part performance. A fascinating piece of performance art that transgressed

a number of different boundaries was Bonnie Sherk’s Public Lunch performed at the

San Francisco Zoo in 1971: 

Sherk arranged herself as an “exhibit” in the lions’ house at the San Francisco Zoo so that

she became, in effect, another “animal” on display for the spectators walking by. At feeding

time, just when the lions were being thrown their raw, red hunks of meat, Sherk (dressed

in formal wear) had an elegant catered lunch delivered to her, and ate it at a small, formally

arranged table in her cage next to the lions’ cage. (Geis 1998, 223–24)14

The temporal and spatial juxtaposition of humans and animals eating in this piece

highlights the artificial overlay of manners that transforms eating into dining—one can

only imagine the sounds made by the lions while they rip up the meat—while the cage

alludes to the containment of the violence inherent to eating.

Food preparation can be equally as performance-oriented as food consumption.

Some restaurants feature cook-at-your-table chefs, department stores sponsor food

demonstrations, and television cooking shows, now including an entire Food Network

in the US, present professional chefs in full regalia who exhibit their talents. Despite the

highly visual aspect of these activities, the latter two in particular have an equally strong

verbal component as the chef describes, explains, and comments upon the food. This

reflects Curtin’s concept of cooking as an example of “a body/mind working together

in unison” (Curtin 1992b, 10) as well as Deleuze’s representation of food as the medi-

ator between discourse and body. The chefs verbally mediate the food by telling us what

to think of it, giving value judgments, and suggesting normative aesthetic standards.

Lisa Heldke has also expressed interest in foodmaking as performance, prefacing her

analysis of how creating recipes parallels the procedure of theorizing, with an admoni-

tion—once again—to think beyond the mind/body dichotomy: “Foodmaking, rather

than drawing us to mark a sharp distinction between mental and manual labor, or

between theoretical and practical work, tends to invite us to see itself as a ‘mentally

manual’ activity, a ‘theoretically practical’ activity—a ‘thoughtful practice’” (Heldke

1992, 203). Heldke’s view of food preparation as a unified mind/body act ties in with

Scottish philosopher Elizabeth Telfer’s thoughts on food as art. She offers two “classi-

fying” conditions for an entity—in this case a culinary dish—to be considered art: “if

something is a work of art, then its maker or exhibitor intended it to be looked at or

listened to with intensity, for its own sake” and “a thing is a work of art for a society if

it is treated by that society as primarily an object of aesthetic consideration” (Telfer

1996, 45). The chefs and cooks in our discussion clearly consider their dishes aesthetic

creations, and restaurant audiences/consumers are prepared to pay the premium for
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the aesthetic component that exceeds the value of the food as mere nourishment; thus

both the intentionality of the food act and its legitimizing reception would seem to

reflect it as a unified mind/body enterprise. Luce Giard also mentions the self-

consciousness or self-awareness (as a culinary equivalent of the metatext perhaps)

necessary in distinguishing cooking from what she calls “doing-cooking” (faire-la-

cuisine) (Giard 1998, 149, 153). The latter more clearly foregrounds the element of

performance inherent, to some extent, in all food preparation.

In addition to theatrical works about food and performance art pieces enacted in a

variety of public venues, films can also be considered performances of food. At a

minimum, they contribute the unmediated visual element missing from literary

accounts, and even the diegetic sounds of food being cooked or ingested. With the use

of strategic descriptive voiceovers and facial expressions of eaters, films can imitate

literature while adding visual representations of food, often shot larger-than-life for

greater impact. Short of providing the odors and taste of food, films more than any

other medium (except for innovative plays where food is cooked on stage) represent

food in a way likely to engage the senses.

Two of the earliest films in the recent spate of food films to gain international success

through access to the mainstream, cinema-going public were cinematic adaptations of

literary texts. The filming of Babette’s Feast by Gabriel Axel (Denmark 1987) actually

spurred the rediscovery of Isak Dinesen’s little-known 1950 story. In a parallel

development, the film of Like Water for Chocolate, made three years after the book’s

publication by Laura Esquivel’s husband Alfonso Arau (Mexico 1992), had a beneficial

effect on the novel’s international status and sales. Both films emphasize the visual

aspects of the food preparation/presentation, highlighting its beauty. Due to the sheer

paucity of culinary details in Dinesen’s story, Axel was constrained to apply his imagi-

nation in furnishing them. Arau had the opposite problem of eliminating an unwieldy

12-month structure, each section beginning with and tied to a recipe. His solution was

to jettison the recipes entirely, retaining only enough of them through voiceovers to

serve as lead-ins. He does retain the numerous scenes of magical realism, providing

creative visual approximations (how does one show the supernatural?). Both films use

food to expose dualistic thinking and both model healing of the resultant splits. In Like

Water for Chocolate the binary oppositions occur between landowners/peasants,

ponderous tradition/spontaneity, and gourmet cuisine/everyday cooking. The

profound mind/body split experienced by the protagonist, as discussed earlier, is

resolved when her temporary insanity is healed through native Kikapu Indian cuisine/

philosophy/therapy. Babette’s Feast similarly confronts an essential mind/body split in

the fraught identity of the former gourmet chef Babette. This masks a larger clash of

cultures (self/other) between cold, reserved, ascetic Norway and warm, emotional,

sensuous France. Both dichotomies are resolved through preparing and consuming the

elaborate meal that reasserts the chef’s true identity and validates the French sensual

approach to food.

Two films from the mid-1990s similarly confront variations on the self/other

duality. In Ang Lee’s Eat Drink Man Woman (Taiwan 1994) the dualities take the form

of Chinese vs. non-Chinese cuisine, older and younger generations, and the father/
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daughter relationship. Resolution is achieved through the triumph of Chinese cooking

over McDonald’s, the older generation merging with the younger through marriage

(the much younger wife’s pregnancy symbolizes yet another generation), and in the

closing scene, the thwarted-chef, businesswoman daughter’s preparation of a dish that

her father accepts. Chef Chu’s mind/body split, represented by his loss of taste, is healed

in the final scene as well, when through ingesting his daughter’s (the next generation’s)

soup, he miraculously regains his sense of taste. A second film from this time period,

Big Night, directed by Stanley Tucci and Campbell Scott (US 1996), explores an old-

world/new-world clash through food. The chef Primo’s purist old-world Italian cuisine

runs headlong into a thoroughly commercialized Italian-American food culture. Like

Babette, Primo demonstrates the superiority of his cuisine (his culture) through a

single, opulent meal. This culinary demonstration also resolves the split between the

two brothers, whose relationship could be seen as a projection of the mind/body

duality. One reviewer remarked that “[Big Night] is about food not as a subject but as

a language—the language by which one can speak to gods, can create, can seduce, can

aspire to perfection. There is a moment in the movie when a timpano is sliced open,

and the audience sighs with simple delight” (Ebert 15 April 2003, 1). That Secondo, the

normally loquacious brother, accepts the artistic integrity of his brother’s performance

is marked by the last five minutes of the film in which he prepares an omelette for

Primo, and in which there is no dialogue, only the sound of the cooking act. The use of

food to replace speech in this scene, recalling Deleuze’s “the mouth is somehow liber-

ated for thought,” mirrors a similar function in Eat Drink Man Woman when the

daughter Jia-Chien, commenting on the neighbors’ karaoke, says “We communicate

by eating. They do it by singing.” Significantly, she says “by eating” not “by food,” call-

ing attention to the performative aspect of ingesting the food.

Language (speaking/eating), cultural clash, and a chef’s mind/body split also

figure prominently in the German film Mostly Martha, directed by Sandra

Nettelbeck (2002). This somewhat inscrutable title in English is more revealing in

the original German Bella Martha, which links the Italian adjective with the name of

the German chef Martha Klein as a harbinger of her coming “Italianization.” The

cool, reserved, perfectionist, northern German—the film is shot in Hamburg—chef

is repeatedly shown escaping to the walk-in refrigerator literally to cool off when she

cannot cope. The gravity and extent of her mind/body split is revealed by regular

visits to a therapist—to whom she describes food at great length. “Martha is rich in

contradictions,” one reviewer commented, “her tightly wound personality running

counter to the sensual pleasure she offers others through her art” (Camhi 2002, 1).

It takes Mario, the new Italian chef, to heal this split, in which Martha’s intellectual-

ization and professionalization of the food has squeezed out her ability to appreciate

it sensually. Mario feeds her in close-up shots that emphasize the orality of the act—

she is blindfolded, which further focuses attention on the taste not the appearance of

the food. The close-up shots of the spoon entering her lips change to the two sets of

lips meeting in a kiss, suggesting the oral link between the sensual food and the

sexual kiss.15 By the conclusion of the film the fusion of the German and Italian

cultures/cuisines has effected the blissful marital union of the principals, who are
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shown during the closing credits at a large family meal al fresco somewhere in the

Italian countryside.

In just these few examples of food films one can observe the extensive explorations

through food of some of the basic conflicts inherent to western dualistic thought. The

films take-up, explore, and usually resolve the engendered conflicts, suggesting food as

a medium for healing divisiveness. The blurring of the professional kitchen with the

domestic kitchen, of food preparation with its consumption, and chefs with cooks has

implications for the breakdown of gender roles associated with culinary conventions as

well (notably, three of the five chefs in the above-mentioned films are women, not to

mention one chef manqué).

The culinary crossing of literary-theatrical-film boundaries has been made possible

by an increasing acceptance of food as art. Luce Giard locates the beginning of this

trend in late eighteenth-century France, when, in her analysis, “cooking becomes an

object of discourse, gastronomy comes forward as a theoretical code of culinary

practice, and … as ‘gourmet eloquence,’ an exercise of style that sorts, classifies, and

names the riches of fine dining” and the result is that “the popular press and literature

from that moment on accord increased attention to food behaviors” (Giard 1998,

218). The interest of the press and literature in food, cited here by Giard, actually

forms part of a longer and more nuanced trajectory, and, I would propose, has to do

not only with the acceptance of food as art. If linked to the mind/body duality it also

concerns the materiality of food and its consequent rejection by Christian dogma

(gluttony being one of the cardinal sins). Simultaneously the shrinking of the world

through enhanced modes of communication and accessible travel has occasioned

more cultural confrontations of the self/other kind. Food, as a necessarily universal

practice and the only way of literally ingesting the other, becomes a logical site for

challenging dualistic thinking and projecting new inclusive identities. The gradual

popularization of food discourse—from philosophy to literature and, via cinematic

adaptations of literature, from literature to film—has demonstrated the breakdown of

high culture/low culture distinctions and has modeled positive scenarios of the

invigoration and revitalization of the self by the other as well as the beneficial

reconstitution of mind/body unity.

In this essay I chose, as mentioned earlier, the most salient and best known exam-

ples—the low-hanging fruit as it were—to illustrate the premise of food’s duality-

challenging and boundary-breaking potential. Clearly further research will be required

to demonstrate just how universal this phenomenon might be. The boundary trans-

gressions have occurred, as we have seen, in varied purviews, the most essential being

self/other. Any literary text centered on food and eating would potentially open itself

to this analysis. It might be particularly interesting to look at pertinent passages from

among the earliest texts such as the Mahabharata, the Upanishads, the Bible (e.g.

Exodus 16: 10–32; Leviticus 1–2, 11; Matthew 16: 32–38), or the “Banquet of Trimal-

chio” portion of Petronius’ Satyricon. Rabelisian texts are also inviting from this

perspective, and a myriad of more recent texts stand open to new interpretations

(Swift, Fielding, Updike, Carroll, Vittorini, Neruda, Turgenev, Brecht, Voltaire,

Amado, Lu Yu, Kazantzakis, Yeh Shao-Chun—the list is vast).16 In addition to the
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restricted number of examples, another limitation of the current study is its western

orientation; further research needs to be conducted on non-western literature.17

In addition to the self/other dynamic, a body of literature is increasingly coming into

existence, that further contests the cooking/eating dichotomy and eating/speaking

orality split. A number of hybrid literary works such as confessions of professional

chefs or behind-the-scenes accounts of commercial kitchens are making their literary

debuts and are shelved with or next to cookbooks in bookstores.18 This literature has

been given insufficient critical attention to date.

Thirdly, this essay focuses primarily on literature with the briefest of forays into

performance art and cinema to suggest a broader contextualization of food’s trans-

gressive/transcendent role. We await in-depth studies of food plays by theater

scholars as well as more comprehensive and detailed investigations of food-related

performance art by cultural studies specialists. Similarly the films cursorily discussed

in this study open the door to any number of films that would lend themselves to the

questions posed here. A preliminary list would include: Chocolat (2000), Eat the Rich

(1987), Jamón, Jamón (1992), Tampopo (1987), La grande bouffe (1973), Sugar Baby

(1985), Eating (1990), Eating Raoul (1982), The Cook, the Thief, his Wife and her

Lover (1990), Tortilla Soup (2001), and Dinner Rush (2001). The five films I

mentioned in the essay would profit from further, especially comparative, explora-

tion, and the remaining list of films constitutes a largely pristine field awaiting

scholarly cultivation.

The overall pattern of challenge-to-western-dualism has been seen in confrontations

of various traditional dichotomies: self/other, mind/body (thinking/doing), cooking/

eating, eating/speaking, high/low culture (literature), chef/cook, and fiction/cookbook.

This has been observed as well in a blurring of media: hallmarks of literary texts, perfor-

mance art works, and films have been borrowed and adapted to create challenging new

hybrids (increased visualization and “sensualization,” authenticity, metatextual revela-

tion, literary adaptations). It has been suggested that this opening up may transcend

genre and media differences to question even disciplinary delimitations—an effort

exemplified by this essay, which attempts to merge perspectives from philosophy, liter-

ature, film, and sociology via food to pose new questions. The preparation and

consumption of food, that most universal of experiences, seems a likely medium where

future disciplinary-transcending studies might fruitfully be pursued.
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Notes
1

[1] See especially the Introduction and the essays “Food/Body/Person” and “Recipes for Values”

(Curtin and Heldke 1992).
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2

[2] Elspeth Probyn seems to be thinking along similar lines when she writes: “I propose that in

eating we lose ourselves in a wild morphing of the animate and the inanimate; what Foucault

calls ‘that obscure desire … to become other than oneself’” (Probyn 2000, 8).
3

[3] Elspeth Probyn similarly has recourse to Deleuze in making this connection, specifically to

Deleuze and Guattari’s A Thousand Plateaus. She summarizes their argument: “[T]hey argue

that ‘What regulates the obligatory, necessary, or permitted interminglings of bodies is above

all an alimentary regime and a sexual regime’” [Giles Deleuze and Félix Guattari 1988: 90],

and comments: “The interminglings of the cultural, the culinary and the corporeal suggest to

me other ways of thinking about ethical behaviours and practices” (Probyn 2000, 4).
4

[4] In Alfonso Arau’s film version of Like Water for Chocolate (1992), in which the elements of

magical realism are emphasized, the 12 framing recipes disappear except for an occasional

voiceover.
5

[5] Linkages of orality, the gaze, sexuality/sensuality, and the ingesting of food can be found in

the (in)famous scenes of several other films such as Tom Jones (1963) and 9 1/2 Weeks (1986).
6

[6] More extensive discussions of edible vs. inedible and the related concept of disgust can be

found in works such as William Miller’s Anatomy of Disgust (1997), Alain Corbin’s The Foul

and the Fragrant (1986), and Deborah Lupton’s Food, the Body and the Self (1996; see

especially ch. 4).
7

[7] Grass’ political agendas have included notably an East/West predilection both in terms of

Eastern and Western Europe and the former separation of the BRD and DDR. His political

optiques seem to have stemmed from his childhood in the Polish/German city of Danzig (or

Gdansk), his interest in European history, and terrorist events in Germany in the late 1970s

when The Flounder was published.
8

[8] The disclaimer reads: “The recipes in this book are based on traditional Mexican recipes and

have not been tested by the publisher.”
9

[9] In one photo, Allende provocatively holds a large, bulbous, glistening pepper to her lips.
10

[10] On the mind/body split as related to consumer culture, see Thompson and Hirschman

(1995).
11

[11] The changing of named food items in the American congressional cafeteria from “French

fries” and “French toast” to “Freedom fries” and “Freedom toast” as a protest against France’s

opposition to an invasion of Iraq in spring 2003 is at one level simply silly; at another level it

reflects the profound link of a people’s food with its national identity.
12

[12] The lack of culinary details in Dinesen’s text presented a difficulty for Gabriel Axel, who

directed the 1987 film version of Babette’s Feast; he was obliged, in emphasizing the prepara-

tion and consumption of the dinner in the film to invent numerous aspects from whole cloth.

The lack of recipes has not, however, prevented people from attempting to recreate Babette’s

dinner: “Barry Snyder, chef and owner of La Poule à Dents, a restaurant in Norwich, Vermont

… in 1990 … recreated the menu from the film and, over an October weekend, served it up

Babette-style, with patrons seated at a single table. He has ‘screened’ the meal every fall since”

(event reported in US Airways Attaché, October 1998, 22).
13

[13] One thinks in American culture of pie-eating contests, all-you-can-eat offers in restaurants,

and jello wrestling. Other cultures indubitably have their own food barbarities.
14

[14] Deborah Geis elaborates: “The piece is interesting in several respects in addition to the clearly

parodic (or ‘ethical’) statement it makes about zoos and their purposes. Sherk comments, ‘It

was about analogies and being an object on view.’ By timing her meal to coincide with the

lions’, Sherk interrogates the differences between ‘civilized’ and ‘primitive’ rituals of eating,

suggesting perhaps that the trappings of civilization (the silverware, tablecloth, etc.) are

merely devices for deluding ourselves into thinking that our feeding does not serve the same

primal purpose as it does for the lions tearing apart their raw meat in their cage. Sherk’s

performance—which could be interpreted as a feminist response to Kafka’s story ‘A Hunger

Artist’—challenges the voyeuristic desire of the passers-by (her audience) to watch her in the

zoo, particularly while she is engaged in the act of eating. Her position, moreover, calls
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Brechtian attention to her status as a woman who ‘performs’ not only within the literal cage at

the zoo (and one might think here, too, of the popularity of caged go-go dancers), but also

within the metaphorical cage of patriarchal culture” (Geis 1998, 223–24).
15

[15] For comparison see a parallel scene in the film 9 1/2 Weeks (Dir. Adrian Lyne, 1986).
16

[16] For a range of authors on food see anthologies such as Food for Thought (Digby and Digby

1987), A Literary Feast (Golden 1993), or more specialized, Kitchen Talk: Contemporary

Women’s Prose and Poetry (Alford and Harris 1992). Also useful is the series Best Food Writing

(Hughes 2000–). For in-depth treatment of more than one author see works such as The

Ambiguity of Taste: Freedom and Food in European Romanticism, by Jocelyne Kolb (1995).
17

[17] One might turn to works such as God’s Banquet: Food in Classical Arabic Literature, by Geert

Jan Van Gelder (2000) as a springboard for expanding the cultural context of this particular

discussion.
18

[18] Titles that fall into this category would include: Kitchen Confidential: Adventures in the

Culinary Underbelly, by Anthony Bourdain (2001); Fast Food Nation: The Dark Side of the

All-American Meal, by Eric Schlosser (2002); and The Apprentice: My Life in the Kitchen, by

Jacques Pepin (2003).
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